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The control surface panel on the DLC module provides access
to many common and useful DAW functions.
The following section will go through how to operate the DLC
control surface.
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Control surface Setup
Assuming that you have followed all steps outlined in the DLC manual regarding networking,
you will have connected the DLC module to your studio computer and connected to the
console via DLC Connect. To set up the DLC with Cubase, please follow these steps:

1. Press the DLC Setup Button and use the first

encoder to select Cubase in the host software
option. Once Cubase is highlighted, press the
Setup Button again to save settings.

4. Assign the MIDI inputs and outputs to the
DLC Module ports in the drop down menu.

2. Boot Cubase and navigate to Devices >
Device Setup > MIDI Ports.

5. Once assigned, click apply to confirm your
settings.

3. In the Device Setup menu, click on the (+)
sign to add a new control surface, here select
Mackie HUITM.

You should now be ready to go!
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Control surface Functions
1

ENTERING DAW LAYER

To enter the DAW layer for control surface functionality,
press the DAW button and ensure that it is illuminated.
Whenever it is not illuminated, the faders and channel
switches operate in the analogue layer.
Some of the control surface functionality remains
active when in the analogue layer to aid your session
workflow, allowing simultaneous control of both
analogue fader level and important DAW functions.
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These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Transport buttons (jog / shuttle disabled)
Cycle toggle on / off
Track / region navigation cursor controls
DAW meters
Shift + navigation cursor controls for horizontal and
vertical zoom
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CHANNEL MUTE

2

In the DAW layer, this will mute that channel in Cubase.
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CHANNEL SOLO

In the DAW layer, this will solo that channel in Cubase.
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CHANNEL FADER

When in the DAW layer, the faders on the DLC module
will follow the faders on the eight selected channels
in your DAW session.
Moving the faders when in the DAW layer, does not
have any impact on the analogue automation, which
will continue to act in the same way.
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Transport Panel
1

2
1
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REWIND & FAST-FORWARD

When operating the rewind or fast-forward
controls it should be noted that one switch
press initiates a small jump in either direction
and you must press and hold either switch to
perform playhead rewind or fast-forward.
To exit the rewind or fast-forward command
just release either switch.
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STOP

Stops session playback. A double tap on the
stop control provides return to playhead start
location functionality, placing the playhead
wherever the last start position was located.
You can activate a return to start on stop
command in the transport section of Cubase
preferences menu.
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PLAY

Starts session playback from current playhead
location.
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4
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RECORD

Starts recording from playhead location.
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SCRUB &

6

JOG WHEEL

By using the Scrub function in conjunction
with the Jog Wheel, the playhead cursor can
be used to ‘scrub’ through the audio within
your Cubase session in realtime as if ‘rocking
the tape against the playhead’. This is useful
for finding edit points and punch-in locations
etc. When in this mode, the Scrub Button will
illuminate a solid green.
If the Scrub Button is pressed for a second
time, the Jog Wheel performs shuttle
operation, providing continuous rewind or
fast-forward of the playhead cursor. This is
silent and indicated by a flashing green LED
in the switch.
A third press on the scrub switch toggles back
to inactive jog wheel operation, indicated by
no switch illumination.
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Navigation & utility
The DLC module provides several easily
accessible navigation and utility controls from
Cubase, just above the transport section.

1
1

2

3

CYCLE

MARKER &		 3

NUDGE

The marker and nudge controls are currently
unsupported in Cubase.
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The cycle control can be used to toggle
Cubase’s cycle loop playback on and off.
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5

NAVIGATION CONTROLS

The navigation cursor controls can be used
to select tracks in your Cubase session (up
& down cursors) or to select regions on the
selected track (left & right cursors).
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SHIFT (+ NAVIGATION CONTROLS)

If used with shift mode, the navigation
controls operate as zoom controls. Vertical
zoom is achieved with the up & down cursor
buttons, while horizontal timeline zoom is
achieved with the left & right cursor buttons.

Navigation & utility
In order to navigate around your session and
bring banks of 8 tracks onto the DLC control
surface, there are several buttons that are
useful.
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2

1
1

5-8

To access encoder parameters and / or OLED
display information for all eight channels, the
5-8 button must be used to access the last
four channels in the bank of eight.
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CURRENTLY ACTIVE CHANNELS

The channels that are active and available
on the encoders are illuminated in blue. The
encoders can be used to access pan, aux,
insert and input / output assigns for the four
active channels.
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5

4

If using the Bank buttons in conjunction with
the Shift button, it is possible to ‘nudge’ left
or right on a channel by channel basis (one
at a time).
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DAW METERS

This will display the levels of the eight selected
channels on the DLC meters providing an easy
way of looking at the levels in your DAW.

CURRENTLY INACTIVE CHANNELS

Channels that are not currently controllable
are highlighted orange. Use the 5-8 button to
switch these channels to be active.
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BANK/NUDGE

The Bank buttons allow you to ‘bank’ in eight
channel blocks left and right, through either
your tracks or arrange page channels (for
example 1-8 or 9-16).

This is displayed in dBFS where the OVER LED
represents digital clipping.
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navigation & utility

PAGE BUTTONS

1

The Page Buttons are used to page through
various parameters that are assigned to the
rotary encoders and OLED displays.
If editing aux sends, input and output routing
or plugin insert effects, the parameters or host
options will often cover more than one page.
Use the Page Buttons to scroll left to right
through the available parameter pages.
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2

FUNCTION BUTTONS

The Function Buttons F1 to F4 are currently
unsupported in the latest firmware release for
the DLC Module. Please see audient.com for the
latest updates to control functionality
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Channel Select Modes
The select mode panel provides various functions for the Select
button found above every channel fader, some of which operate
in the analogue layer, useful for automation control (auto safe etc),
while others are specifically used for control over DAW functions
on the DAW layer.
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1

CHANNEL SELECT BUTTON

Located above the faders, Select can be used for several functions
on both analogue and DAW layers when used in combination with
the select modes available in the middle of the control surface panel.
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2

2

CHANNEL SELECT MODE

When Select Mode is chosen in the DAW
layer, the large green Channel Select Buttons
above the channel faders will select channels
in Cubase. Selected channels are highlighted
in light grey within Cubase and a box is shown
around the channel name in the DLC OLED
display.
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RECORD ARM MODE

Activate this mode whilst in the DAW
layer and then use the large green Channel
Select Buttons to record enable each track
on the eight channel HUITM bank.
Please note that by using multiple Channel
Select Switches, you can record enable
more than one track at once.

In Cubase, only one channel can be selected
at any one time from the hardware but
shift+clicking in software allows multiple
selections.
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Channel Select Modes

4

AUTOMATION MODE

4

Automation Mode is used in the DAW layer to set host specific automation modes for the
eight active channels on the control surface.
After pressing the Automation Mode Button, you should see a series of automation options
appear in the OLED displays above each encoder (Read, Write, Read/Write, Off).

Select whichever tracks you wish to apply the automation mode to using the large green
Channel Select Buttons or shift+clicking in the Cubase mixer with your mouse

With the desired channels highlighted, press the encoder below the automation mode that
you wish to set in your DAW.
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Encoder Pan Mode
1

PAN MODE

When selecting Pan as the encoder mode on
the right hand side of the control surface, the
encoders become pan controls for channels 1-4
(or 5-8) of the control surface selection.

2

1

PAN DISPLAY

The OLED displays indicates Cubase channel
pan position with a horizontal slider located
beneath the channel name.
Press the Pan Button for a second time to access
the right hand pan on a stereo channel.

2
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Encoder Pan Mode
3
             PAN
+ ASSIGN
By pressing the Assign Button when in
Pan Mode, the encoders provide access to
assigning channel inputs and outputs. First
a channel must be selected using the large
green channel select switches
Input assigns are set on page one. Use the
Page Buttons to access page two where
polarity reverse can be toggled on and off.
Assigning channel inputs, outputs or enabling
software monitoring can be achieved on page
one of pan + assign mode.
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3

Encoder Pan Mode
1. To assign a channel output (encoder one)

just scroll through the options with the rotary
encoder and the assignment will change upon
rotation.

2. To turn on software monitoring (encoder
two, page one) or polarity invert (encoder one,
page two) press the corresponding encoder.

3. To assign a channel input (encoder three)

just scroll through the options with the rotary
encoder and the assignment will change upon
rotation.

4. Encoder four (gain) is currently unsupported
in the latest software release.

Please see audient.com for the latest updates
to control functionality.
To aid you in navigating your studio setup at
a faster pace, try using the Cubase setup I/O
labeling system to name buses something
simple (shortform text) and useful.
Please bear in mind that the HUITM protocol
only relays 4 characters to the control surface
therefore short names may be more useful.
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Encoder aux Mode
1

AUX

When selecting Aux as the encoder mode
on the right hand side of the control surface,
the encoders become aux send controls for
channels 1-4 (or 5-8) of the control surface
selection.
The OLED displays indicate the Cubase
channel send level with a horizontal slider
located beneath the channel name.
Use the Page Buttons to select other available
sends (sends 1-2).
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Encoder aux Mode
3
             AUX
+ ASSIGN
When in aux mode, pressing the assign key
provides access to several useful aux send
parameters, however it should be noted
that in the current release version of the
DLC Module firmware, aux sends cannot be
instantiated from the control surface.
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Aux sends must be setup in software using
the mouse.
To edit existing send parameters press the
assign key.
Here you will find access to level readout in dB, FX send on / off switching and pre / post
switching.
There are 8 pages available so that you can access this finer level of control for all 8 aux sends.
Rotate the first encoder to change the send level. Press on the second encoder to toggle
between send on / off and press on the third encoder to toggle pre / post fader settings.
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Encoder Insert mode
1

INSTANTIATE PLUGIN

The DLC module can be used to instantiate
and control insert plugins within Cubase.
Firstly select the track you wish to instantiate
the plugin insert on via the large green
Channel Select button banking or nudging the
control surface if needed.
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Once your channel is selected, press the Insert button in the encoder mode panel.
Note that the OLED display changes to show you the first available four insert slots.
The selected slot will be flashing. To select a different slot press the corresponding
encoder.

To select a plugin for instantiation, rotate the first encoder to select an empty insert
slot and then rotate encoder three to scroll through the plugin list. Once the desired
plugin is located, press the encoder down to instantiate it.

At this point, notice that the plugin window will open within Cubase, to close this
window you must do so manually with the mouse.
The number of pages will update to reflect the number of parameter pages for the
loaded plugin. To edit the plugin parameters, simply page to the right using the page
key and adjust any corresponding encoders.
The OLEDs will display parameter values during encoder rotation but after a few
seconds will return to displaying the parameter title.
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